ConcriaTM FAST system

POWER TROWEL
GRINDING AND POLISHING

Standard Floating Pan
ConcriaTM Fastener
ConcriaTM Mounting Pad
ConcriaTM Diamond Discs

Diamond tools and chemicals for concrete floors
www.concria.com
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PROFESSIONAL CONCRIATM FAST
-SYSTEM FOR POWER TROWELS
Are you ready to actually enjoy concrete polishing?
In just five minutes and our ConcriaTM FAST system
will transform your power trowel into a diamond
grinding and polishing machine. We can help you
avoid the need for altering your equipment, dealing
with long cables, or creating airborne dust, and
instead help you easily polish as much as 10,000 sq ft
(1 000 m2) per day with one 8-foot power trowel.
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CONCRETE GRINDING AND POLISHING
HAS NEVER BEEN THIS EASY AND FAST

MADE FOR PROFESSIONALS,
BY PROFESSIONALS
We understand your needs!
The ConcriaTM FAST system was invented by concrete grinding contractors specifically for
professionals like you, inspired by our own industry experience. Our goal has always been
to simply help you succeed, and to provide the support, loyalty, and solutions you need.
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SAVE UP TO 80 %
When you can offer polished concrete at a fraction
of the cost of a traditional system, your opportunities
to win more projects will be endless.

ConcriaTM FAST system

100,000

Traditional Grinding system

100,000

sq ft

7

7

-step process

-step process

Man power

Man power

2 x 48" ride-on power trowel

3 x 32" grinding machine

7

33

Working days

Working days

4

sq ft

HOW MUCH
CAN YOU GRIND
AND POLISH
EVERY DAY?

32"

8-FOOT

6-FOOT

power trowel

traditional grinder

CONCRIATM PRO

CONCRIATM PRO

CONCRIATM PRO

7-step process

7-step process

~7,000 sq ft

7-step process

~1,000 sq ft

CONCRIATM UNIQUE

CONCRIATM UNIQUE

CONCRIATM UNIQUE

4-step process

4-step process

4-step process

power trowel

~10,000 sq ft

~16,000 sq ft

~11,000 sq ft
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~1,600 sq ft

CREATE CLARITY
DOI values can exceed 90
The ConcriaTM FAST system may be fast, but it
certainly never sacrifices quality. In fact, you can
expect an extremely high Distinction of Image
(DOI) value* on a well-finished concrete surface.

*The Distinction of Image (DOI) value is determined by an overhead object’s degree of sharpness and clarity
when measured by a specific device in accordance to ASTM D5767.
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RECEIVE SUPERIOR
QUALITY

Standard Floating Pan
ConcriaTM Mounting Pad

ConcriaTM high-quality diamond discs are
attached by flexible mounting pads, allowing for
a maximum amount of diamond contact across
both high and low spots. This, in turn, creates
an exceptional, even scratch pattern.

BEFORE

CONCRIATM FAST
IN PROCESS

CONCRIATM FAST IS THE WORLD’S LEADING
POWER TROWEL POLISHING SYSTEM, AND IS
BEING USED IN MORE THAN 40 COUNTRIES.
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AFTER

CONCRIATM FAST DIAMOND DISCS
FOR POWER TROWELS
How do we create such high-performance discs?
The combination of a unique resin bond with
the maximum number of high-quality diamonds
yields the DOI value that our system is known for.
This investment in quality also allows our discs to
deliver an exceptional service life, covering up to
40,000 sq ft (4,000 m2).
FAST DISCS

PRODUCT PARAMETERS

Machine

Ride-on and walk-behind power trowel 		
and swing machine
Hardness of concrete min. 3500 psi
Size
3 inch / 80 mm
Grit
25# 50# 100# 200# 400# 1000# 3000#
Thickness
12 mm
Usage
Wet
Bond
Resin
Contains
Industrial diamond
Connection
Patented clip
Speed
100-500 rpm
Package
6 pcs for 24" edge trowel
12 pcs for 4-foot (30") ride-on power trowel
18 pcs for 6-foot (36") ride-on power trowel
24 pcs for 8-foot (46") ride-on power trowel
FAST FASTENER

PRODUCT PARAMETERS

Size
Composition
Package

21 cm x 15 cm
Resin with the adhesive
12 pcs

FAST MOUNTING PAD PRODUCT PARAMETERS
Stock size
Composition
Package

24" 30" 36" 45"
90 % Natural Fibers and 10 % resin
1 pcs

SIMPLE ASSEMBLY JUST MATCH THE COLORS!
Each step has a corresponding color, and a bag that matches
that color. This is an easy way to carry and organize your
discs (each bag holds a full set). And, for your convenience,
you can store wet discs in their bag without any drying issues.
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Standard Floating Pan
ConcriaTM Fastener
ConcriaTM Mounting Pad
ConcriaTM Diamond Discs

READY TO USE IN 5 MINUTES
Fits any standard-size power trowel
1. Attach fasteners to the new, clean, floating pan.
2. Attach diamond discs through the pre-cut mounting pad slits.
3. Attach the mounting pad to the floating pan.

1.

2.
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3.

THREE POPULAR OPTIONS FOR YOUR
INDUSTRIAL OR PUBLIC FLOOR
The beauty of concrete is found in its versatility. By
adjusting the depth of the grinding and the level of
polish that you apply, you can create a customized
floor that perfectly suits your property’s specific
needs.

We offer three different types of ConcriaTM floors:

CONCRIATM

CONCRIATM

CONCRIATM

7-STEP PROCESS

5-STEP PROCESS

4-STEP PROCESS

- High-performance
and visually appealing

- Satin, gloss, and ‘salt
and pepper’ finish

- Shiny and unique
‘cloud-like’ floor

- High-gloss and ‘salt
and pepper’ finish

- For new and old floors

- For new floors

PRO

SATIN

UNIQUE

- Low or no exposed
aggregate

- For new and old floors
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BEFORE

SHOULD ALL CONCRETE
FLOORS BE POLISHED?

AFTER

YES!

Polished concrete has become the go-to flooring solution for big-box retailers, but it is
equally beneficial for warehouses, convention halls, and production facilities. The practical
benefits it delivers are universally appreciated across numerous industries around the world.

THESE BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- Customers and guests appreciate the quality and appeal of a polished floor
- A new, unpolished floor may look shiny and smooth, but only the grinding 			
and polishing process delivers a superior finish that actually lasts
- ConcriaTM floors are dustproof and easy to clean
- Troweled concrete offers micro-roughness, creating extra traction			
without detracting from the glossy shine

BEFORE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ALL
THAT CONCRIA OFFERS!
We designed the ConcriaTM system to benefit
your facility in numerous ways. Not only does
it meet the needs of almost any industrial
and public floor, but you also can use it to
rejuvenate older concrete, bringing fresh life
to tired and worn surfaces. ConcriaTM can
also remove curing agents, bond breakers,
or tire marks from your concrete, all without
interrupting your busy schedule

AFTER
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CONCRIATM BEAST SYSTEM
FOR GRINDING MACHINES
The discs in the ConcriaTM BEAST system are made
from premium materials, and are intended for
grinding machines used on concrete and dry shake
surfaces. These discs are engineered for longevity
and performance, boasting an impressive lifespan
that will minimize your overall costs while delivering
exceptional gloss and clarity.

CONCRIATM BEAST HYBRID (50#,100#, 200#)
How can you achieve exceptional cutting speeds and a quick
transition from metals to resin? These accomplishments call
for a unique resin bond matrix, combined with metal powder
and the highest-quality diamonds.
BEAST HYBRID
Machine
Hardness of concrete
Size
Grit
Thickness
Usage
Bond
Contains
Connection
Speed
Package

Product parameters
Grinding machine
min. 3500 psi
3 inch / 80 mm
50# 100# 200#
10 mm
Dry and wet
Resin
Metal powder and industrial diamond
Velcro back
600-900 rpm
9 pcs or 12 pcs

CONCRIATM BEAST (400#, 800#, 1500#, 3000#)
Our resin bond matrix and diamonds work together to
deliver a stunning level of gloss and clarity on concrete
and dry shake floors.
BEAST
Machine
Hardness of concrete
Size
Grit
Thickness
Usage
Bond
Contains
Connection
Speed
Package
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Product parameters
Grinding machine
min. 3500 psi
3 inch / 80 mm
400# 800# 1500# 3000#
10 mm
Dry and wet
Resin
Industrial diamond
Velcro back
800-1200 rpm
9 pcs or 12 pcs

FILL SMALL CRACKS, PINHOLES, AND PIT MARKS
DURING THE DENSIFICATION PROCESS
When used in conjunction with the ConcriaTM HARD densifier, ConcriaTM
BEAST discs provide an unparalleled finish quality. As an added benefit,
you can fill small cracks, pinholes, and pit marks during the densification
process, and achieve a Distinction of Image value of more than 90.

BEFORE

AFTER
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THE ULTIMATE LITHIUM
DENSIFIER FOR FINISHING
POLISHED CONCRETE
The densifier is the key ingredient needed for a truly
remarkable, dense, and durable concrete floor.
CONCRIATM HARD is the ultimate lithium densifier,
creating a dust-free shine while hardening
the surface and filling pits and small cracks.
It accomplishes this impressive to-do list by
penetrating deep into the concrete and reacting
with both the concrete matrix and surrounding
atmosphere.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SEALER
FOR FAST POWER TROWEL
BURNISHING
CONCRIATM GUARD is our patented, high-performance,
acrylic copolymer sealer, intended for polished concrete
and all uncoated cementitious surfaces. This shiny,
protective film not only makes your floor easier to clean,
but it also delivers a chemical-resistant barrier for
honed and polished concrete.
ConcriaTM GUARD can also be burnished with ride-on
trowels, making it must faster to apply than traditional
sealers.
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TTESTIMONY
E S T I M O N Y
“We decided to try ConcriaTM FAST system in 90,000 sq ft
(9 000 m2) project we originally planned to grind and polish
with a traditional system 800 sq ft (80 m2) in a day.
After the first week, it became very clear to us that there
is no reason to use traditional planetary grinders anymore
for new industrial concrete floors, because we made over
10,000 sq ft (1 000 m²) with the 6-step ConcriaTM FAST
system in only 1 day. We were surprised to achieve as
good result than traditional planetary grinder but 80 %
faster. New industrial concrete floor polishing cannot be
any easier or faster than the ConcriaTM trowel polishing
system.”
Antero Kuoppala, CEO of Suomen Betonilattiat, Finland

CONCRIATM

TRAINING DAY
THE PATHWAY TO SUCCESS

We are excited to offer ConcriaTM Training
centers in both the USA and Europe.
Every member of our team is a grinding
and polishing professional, and we are
dedicated to giving you the knowledge
and tools you need to grow your business.
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BE PROFESSIONAL,
FAST, AND SAFE!
– Choose ConcriaTM FAST
- 80 % faster than traditional planetary grinders
- No need to invest in expensive planetary grinders
- Reduce labor and diamond disc costs
- Trust our patented, award-winning system
- Be supported by professionals
- No need for electricity
- Use a safe system!

Contact Concria Sales
sales@concria.com
Tel. +358 50 363 6190
See our local distributors at
concria.com/contact

www.concria.com
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